
Assessment Question 1:  

 
 
Input ideas:  

• Place a group of objects in the middle of a class circle. Ask the children to 
estimate how many objects are there. Inform the children of the amount 
(such as 134). Children to take it in turns to come and take an object away 
one at a time to encourage the children count backwards. Stop at different 
points to discuss what is happening to different digits as we count back? 
Why? This could also be modelled alongside a place value chart to show the 
children what is happening as we take objects away. Record down the 
different sums that have been created. Such as 134-2 = 132,   102-5 = 97.  

• Use a  hundred square (such as in the activity section or the ones provided 
below). How will this help us? Model counting back 6 for 132- 6. What has 
happened to the digits in the number? Why? Some children may prefer 
counting back using hundred squares and some children may be ready to 
mentally count back crossing boundaries of ten and hundred.  

Subtraction Prior Learning Assessment Question 1 

Objective:   I can subtract ones from a three digit number.   

NAS1:  add and subtract numbers mentally, including:  
a three-digit number and ones.  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



Practice Activities  

Purple Practice: most suited for children who show misconceptions in question 1 a, b and 
c of the prior learning assessment.  

 The purple activity will support children who are still securing counting beyond 100 and 
will encourage them to count back from different 3 digit numbers.   The children are 
provided with number grids from one hundred to two hundred  and two hundred to 
three hundred to help secure the crossing of boundaries and counting. Once the 
children have completed these, they are presented with sums  at the end of each sheet 
to answer based on counting back in ones from a 3 digit number below 400. 

There are 3 sheets provided to encourage the children to explore 3 digit numbers up to 
400. You may want to select the most appropriate sheet using the children’s needs or 
split these over more than one lesson.   

Green Practice: most suited for children who have demonstrated errors in Question 1  
d, e and  f and need to secure crossing a boundary of ten.    

For this activity the children are provided with number grids from 100 to 200 and 200 
to 300 to support them with working out the answers to the questions at the bottom of 
the task. . Firstly the children are asked to fill in the missing boxes in the hundreds 
square. Ensure the children can work out what the next number is and understand how 
the number squares are structured.     

At the bottom of each sheet the children are provided with sums where they are to 
subtract ones. When the ones are subtracted, the children are required to cross a 
boundary of ten. The children can use the hundreds square to help them to count back.  

Yellow Practice most suited for children who can count back in ones and show accuracy 
in Question 1 of the prior learning.   

The children are required to subtract 2 amounts; a 3 digit number and a 1 digit number. 
The children are to calculate the answer using mental strategies and are to become 
less reliant on place value charts and hundred squares. Encourage the children to count 
back in ones and also begin to understand that they can use their knowledge of number 
relationships to subtract chunks of numbers. For example:  205 -6 = 199 the children 
may suggest 205 -5 = 200 and then one less is 199, using their knowledge of number 
bonds.   

 

 



Mastery: Investigate and Fluency 

For this activity the children are provided with the answer for each sum and they are 
to suggest 3 numbers to place in the blank boxes to make the subtraction sum correct. 
Encourage the children to explore different numbers that can be placed in the boxes. 
Some children may begin to notice the different types of numbers they are subtracting 
and explore different combinations. As a challenge, the children are to try to use a 
different number in each box.  

Key questions:  

• What numbers have you subtracted? Why have you chosen these?  
• What do you notice? How does this help you with your next choice of numbers?  
• Is there another combination of numbers that you can use?  

 

Answers: 

Purple activity 1 :  

2a) 105 2b) 116   2c) 121  2d) 138 

2e) 152 2f) 161   2g) 182  2h) 198 

Purple activity 2 :  

2a) 206 2b) 218   2c) 221  2d) 131 

2e) 252 2f) 265   2g) 276  2h) 293 

Purple activity 3 :  

2a) 313 2b) 325   2c) 332  2d) 356 

2e) 383 2f) 372   2g) 361  2h) 391 

 

Green activity 1 :  

2a) 109 2b) 119   2c) 124  2d) 129 

2e) 135 2f) 143   2g) 160  2h) 177 

 

 



Green  activity 2 :  

2a) 203 2b) 208   2c) 217  2d) 228 

2e) 244 2f) 257   2g) 269  2h) 276 

Green activity 3 :  

2a) 297 2b) 393   2c) 299  2d) 306 

2e) 319 2f) 380   2g) 387  2h) 368 

 

Yellow:  

2a) 108 2b) 125   2c) 122  2d) 187 

2e) 178 2f) 185   2g) 199  2h) 208 

2i) 218 2j)317   2k)355  2l) 387 

 

Mastery: 

Explore the children’s answers as a class, in groups or pairs.  
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